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The Konftel C5070 Attach is optimized for in room PC solutions such as Micro-
soft Teams Rooms and Zoom Room. It’s the ideal video collaboration solution for 
small to medium sized meeting rooms, combining the Konftel Cam50 PTZ  
conference camera with the Konftel 70 speakerphone for OmniSound® audio 
quality and a long active audio cable. 
 
Meeting room video solutions based on an in room PC and often a control pad, 
are simple to operate and a preference for many IT departments. Popular options 
are the preconfigured Microsoft Teams Rooms and Zoom Rooms, while some 
choose a more open platform approach. But to bring the system to life a high 
quality conference camera and speakerphone needs to be connected. The Konftel 
C5070 Attach video kit works with all in room PC variants.

 y Room type: Small to Medium
 y Video kit for in room PC solutions
 y Exceptional image quality
 y HD 1080p 60fps
 y 12x optical zoom
 y OmniSound® lifelike audio
 y Beamforming microphones
 y Pan-Tilt-Zoom
 y Easy installation
 y USB
 y Two-year warranty
 y Climate Neutral Certified
 y

Konftel C5070 Attach
Sharp dressed. In room performance.

HEAR THE DIFFERENCE
Four beamforming digital microphones provide a more focused 
audio experience with less distracting background noise. The Konftel 
70 creates balanced, natural and lifelike conversations utilising noise 
suppression and echo cancellation as part of Konftel’s acclaimed 
OmniSound® technology. Hear and be heard in crystal clear, rich 
detail.

IMPRESSIVE OPTICS
The Konftel Cam50 brings exceptional image quality to your video 
conferences at a fraction of the cost of other comparable confer-
ence cams with PTZ (Pan-Tilt-Zoom). It is based around premium 
class optics and outstanding precision – all the way from the lenses 
to the image sensor and the technology used to optimize the quality 
of the video. Even in low light, the image is crisp and clear.
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© Konftel AB.  In line with our policy for continuous product development, we reserve the right to change 
the product specifications.  Visit www.konftel.com for the latest information.

Konftel is a leading company within collaboration endpoint solutions. Since 1988, our mission has been to 
help people in businesses around the world to have meetings regardless of distance. We know that remote 
collaboration is an effective way to save time, money and contribute to a more sustainable world. We 
are Climate Neutral Certified, offering customers an option to purchase conferencing equipment while 
keeping a clear climate conscience. Crystal clear audio and a sharp video image are essential for efficient 
meetings; this is why we only focus on cutting-edge technology in our Collaboration Solutions. Our 
audio technology OmniSound® is built into all Konftel Conference phones and devices. The products are 
sold globally under the Konftel brand and our headquarters are based in Sweden. Read more about the 
company and our products at konftel.com.

RETAILER SPACE

MAXIMIZE AUDIO PLACEMENT
The Konftel C5070 Attach kit comes complete with a special 10 
meter active USB audio cable, to reach back from the PC in front of 
the room to the speakerphone for central placement on the table.

CLIMATE NEUTRAL PRODUCTS
Konftel is certified in line with the Climate Neutral standard. This 
means that we have offset all our greenhouse gas emissions and are 
taking action to further reduce those emissions. When you choose a 
Konftel product, you keep a clear climate conscience while support-
ing your organization’s growing need for video collaboration. 

Specifications Konftel C5070 Attach

SPEAKERPHONE
Product name: Konftel 70
Item number: 910101089
Technology: OmniSound® with support for HD 
audio, full duplex, automatic echo cancellation 
and noise suppression
Microphone: 4 digital MEMS microphones.  
Beamforming audio pick-up.
Pick-up range: 4 m
Connectivity: USB 2.0 micro-B, Bluetooth 4.2 
Class 1 (HFP/HSP/A2DP), NFC for easy pairing

CAMERA 
Product name: Konftel Cam50
Item number: EU 931401002, UK 932401002,  
AU 933401002, US 834401002
Resolution: Full HD 1080p/60 fps
Zoom: 12x optical zoom
Focus: Auto
Field of view: 72.5°
Remote control: Included

LONG AUDIO CABLE
Product name: Konftel Attach USB Audio Cable 
10 m

Type: Active USB cable. USB 2.0 type A/micro B.

Length: 10 meters

Color: Black

GENERAL
Product name: Konftel C5070 Attach
Item number: EU 971401089, UK 972401089, AU 973401089,  
US 874401089

Contents: Konftel 70, AC adapter (includes EU, US, AU and UK attachment 
clips), USB cable (USB 2.0 type A/micro B, 1.5 m), Quick reference guide, Im-
portant notice document. Konftel Cam50, 4.5 m USB cable (type A/type B), 
AC adapter (1 pc; EU, US, AU or UK), power cable, remote control with two 
AAA batteries, wall bracket, quick guide, safety declaration, 10 m USB cable 
(type A/micro B), Attach Quick guide

View full spec at konftel.com


